
What Does Science Say About 
Pruning Mature Trees?



Introduction
History of research on older trees

Production forestry
Timber stand management
Removal of lower branches 

to decrease knots
Interest in process 

of self-pruning



Introduction
History of research on older trees

Fruit, nut and wood production
Coppicing and pollarding
Maintaining low crowns
Removal of older limbs
Tall spindle production
No scaffolds
Cut to stubs



Introduction
Literature reviewed

Peer-reviewed, scientific articles 
Agricola, Biosis, CABI, AUF archives
Approximately 50 published
within the last 20 years
General tree physiology
Physiology of aging trees
Effects of pruning on trees
Pruning aging trees



Introduction
Definitions

Aging – environmental
Decrease in performance
Mere passing of chronological time

Senescence – genetic
Mutations
Molecular changes

Which is more valid for ancient trees?



Introduction
Bristlecone pine

High exposure to UV
No mutational increases with age
Decline in growth is reversible
Thinning
 Increasing resources

Therefore not senescent



Relevant Tree Morphology and Physiology
Bud release
Immediate – apical buds
Delayed – epicormic buds



Relevant Tree Morphology and Physiology
Adaptive reiteration
Not induced by trauma
Increases branch 
longevity: “bud bank”
May prolong tree longevity
Adaptation for old trees to
optimize resource use



Relevant Tree Morphology and Physiology
Sapwood dynamics
Outer sapwood connects 

surface roots to sun leaves
↓ in water leads to 
↓in sun foliage
↓ in photosynthesis leads to 
↓ in transportation to roots

 Innermost flow decreases due
to loss of functional xylem



Physiology of Aging Trees
Ancient trees
Extraordinary long lived
Often harsh environments:
no pests or disease
Little known about physiology
Do not appear to senesce 



Physiology of Aging Trees
Why does growth decline?

Not senescence (genetic)
Parts may die, but organism does not
Size, not age, drives changes 
Grafting young tissue on old branches

or old tissue on young branches 
adoption of rootstock characteristics
“Rejuvenation” is inaccurate terminology, since that 

implies senescence



Physiology of Aging Trees
Why does growth decline?

Hydraulic limitation hypothesis
Gravity
Longer pathway
More tortuous pathway
Decreased allocation to roots



Physiology of Aging Trees
Why does growth decline?

Decrease in soil water
Decrease in soil nutrients
Reversible
Sudden water availability
CO2 increases 

with climate change 



Physiology of Aging Trees
Changes when maximal height reached

Girth continues to expand
 Increased mechanical support
New vascular tissue needed

Tops often flattened from
chronic dieback
Cladoptosis increases 
Changes can be reversed



Physiology of Aging Trees
Foliar changes
 Increased longevity
Stems and foliage shorter, thicker
Less photosynthetic ability
 Increased defenses

 astrosclerids
 phytochemicals
 antioxidants

Will revert to primary foliage under stress



General Effects of Pruning on Trees
How does live crown removal affect growth?
Pruning dwarfs trees: 
carbohydrate levels decrease
Thinning cuts have little effect 
on bud growth
Heading cuts stimulate 
epicormic bud growth



General Effects of Pruning on Trees
Biggest impact on roots and lower stem

Change in carbon allocation
Secondary axes become a significant sink – no 
photosynthetic output
Reduces taper as well as girth
Creates deficit for roots
Growth
Nitrogen-fixing bacteria
Mycorrhizal fungi



General Effects of Pruning on Trees
Severity of wound and vigor influence response 
and survival
Severity of crown removal is proportional to reduction in 
ring growth and canopy years later
Epicormic shoots most likely 
when crown reduced 40% or more
Emerald ash borer most likely 
to lay eggs on trees with 40-60% 
of crown removed



General Effects of Pruning on Trees
Severely pruned trees most likely to die indirectly

Older trees less likely to recover 
from pruning than younger
Stressed trees attract opportunistic 
pests (e.g. pine beetles)
New growth attracts browsers
Large branch pruning drawbacks
 takes longer to seal 
 increases the chance of pathogens 



Pruning Aging Trees – Natural vs. Artificial
Self-pruning (cladoptosis)

Clad = stem; ptosis = falling
Creates abscission zone
On average, branches die 7 years

after their growth cessation 
Breakage different between

young and old branches:
older requires mechanical force 

Species specific – some do, some don’t



Pruning Aging Trees – Natural vs. Artificial
Self-pruning (cladoptosis)

Triggered by environmental factors
Decrease in available water
Decrease in light 
↓ in photosynthesis ↓in sapwood flux
↓ in transpiration ↓ in inner xylem flow

 Fire survival/avoidance 
Trees that retain dead branches are more likely to carry a 

fire into the canopy than a tree that self-prunes



Pruning Aging Trees – Natural vs. Artificial
Crown removal 

Concerns
Damage from increased 

exposure of shade leaves 
to full sun
Dead wood is a source 

of pathogen spores
 Structural integrity decreased
Aesthetically unappealing



Pruning Aging Trees – Natural vs. Artificial
Pollarding and coppicing

Branches are young (pollards especially)
 Frequent pruning
Wounds callus over
Disease compartmentalized
Properly done, can increase lifespan
Does not rejuvenate, since it does not 

change genetic programming
In ancient coppices and pollards, there is increased 
biodiversity with increased structural complexity



Pruning Aging Trees – Natural vs. Artificial
Retrenchment
Done to reduce risk 
of splitting and to 
promote growth of 
new lower branches 
Practice based on 
observations of ancient
trees and ancient pollard
and coppice systems 



How does current science help inform 
pruning of ancient trees?

Pruning is stressful
 Reduces carbohydrate and nitrogen reserves
 Structural integrity compromised
 Increases chances of opportunistic pests and disease



How does current science help inform 
pruning of ancient trees?

Ancient trees cannot be “rejuvenated”
 Growth rate controlled environmentally, not genetically
 Balance between resource availability and tree 

physiology; pruning will change this balance
 Cannot be retroactively coppiced or pollarded



How does current science help inform 
pruning of ancient trees?

Ecophysiology
 Complexity of interactions – connections between roots, 

sapwood and leaves
 Environmental variables affect growth – water, light, 

competition
 Difficult to predict which branches will fail unless can 

observe lack of growth for several years



How does current science help inform 
pruning of ancient trees?

Old vs. new foliage
 lower growing
 longer lived
 more efficient with resources

Removing old foliage to stimulate new growth will disrupt 
balance between resources and resource usage



How does current science help inform 
pruning of ancient trees?

Cladoptosis
 Self-pruning is environmentally directed
 Predicting future branch failure requires long term 

observation
Ancient coppices and pollards
 Are not good models for ancient tree management



Recommendations based on 
existing research

Avoid unnecessary canopy opening
 Sunscald of bark
 Increase damage to inner canopy leaves

Do not leave stubs
 Hazardous to health of tree and tree workers
 Increase epicormic bud release
 Leads to increased shading
 Leads to canopy congestion



Recommendations based on 
existing research

Do not leave rough cut ends
 Increases likelihood of disease or pest problems
 Sealing less likely to occur

Allow self-pruning when possible
 More reliable method of removing least productive 

branches
 Use conventional pruning methods if removal needed 

for hazardous situations
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